Fatal Attraction

Since its famed introduction of the â€œboiled bunny,â€• Fatal Attraction (1987) established
itself as one of American cinemaâ€™s most controversial films. This insightful new
bookÂ surveys the films formal features and its ideological impact, paying special attention to
the filmâ€™s signature mix of sexuality, fear, and family values. Features detailed
breakdowns of the formal techniques the film employs to create suspense, such as turning
ordinary household objects into agents of terror Considers the filmâ€™s mixed-genre status as
a thriller, melodrama, horror picture, and film noir Offers an explanation and analysis of the
cultural storm ignited by the film, especially dueÂ to its treatment of single career women
Investigates the filmâ€™s handling of extramarital sexuality, pregnancy, birth control, and
AIDS Discusses the filmâ€™s lasting role in shaping American gender politics
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In Fatal Attraction, Glenn Close kicks up a tempest. She plays Alex Forrest, an Other Woman
whose affection sours into something more. Fatal Attraction movie reviews & Metacritic
score: Fatal Attraction is a story too terrifying to resist, a crackling, tension-packed thriller
hinged on the t. Written by James Dearden and directed by Adrian Lyne, 's Fatal Attraction
showed audiences just how dangerous sex could be. Michael Douglas plays. Fatal attraction
basically goes BEYOND normal attraction for someone. It gets to the point where a person
may become morbidly infatuated with their love. Glenn Close, 71, says Fatal Attraction should
be retold from her character's point of view and claims the film did 'nothing but feed into. Buy
Fatal Attraction: Read Movies & TV Reviews - eyecareprofessions.com Fatal Attraction is a
film about a married man's one-night stand that comes back to haunt him when that lover
begins to stalk him and his family. Directed by .
Adultery-obsession thriller isn't for kids (or bunnies). Read Common Sense Media's Fatal
Attraction review, age rating, and parents guide. Fatal attraction has become a household
term for love turned to murderous obsession, thanks to the success of Adrian Lyne's movie.
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